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Editorial
The on-going spread of serious acute respiratory condition
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and its related coronavirus
illness has grasped the whole worldwide network and caused
across the board general health concerns. In spite of global
efforts to stop the spread, the spread is still on the rise in
view of the community spread pattern of this contamination.
This is a zoonotic disease, similar to other corona virus
contamination that is assumed to have started in bats and
pangolins and later transmitted to people. Once in the human
body, this coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) is majorly present in
nasopharyngeal and salivary discharges of infected patients,
and its spread is transcendently thought to be respiratory
bead/contact in nature. Dental experts, including
endodontists, may experience patients with suspected or
affirmed SARS-CoV-2 disease and should act determinedly
not exclusively to give care and yet forestall nosocomial
spread of contamination.

In a dental setup, droplets along with equipment's used on
dental patients which include the utilization of high speed
handpiece or ultrasonic instruments may cause their
discharges, salivation, or blood to aerosolize the infection
causing virus into the surrounding environment. Hence,
transmission can likewise happen through indirect contact by
contacting contaminated surfaces followed by self-delivery
of the virus to the eyes, nose, or mouth. The standard disease
control estimates which are in any case followed in every day
clinical work will accordingly not be powerful enough to
forestall the spread of COVID-19, particularly when patients
are in the incubation time period, and are unaware of their
infection or decide to hide their infection.

An endeavour ought to be made to phone triage all patients
needing dental consideration. Teledentistry can be of
incredible help with the current pandemic circumstance. In
view of the patients' signs and side effects, a choice ought to

be made to decide if the patient should be seen in the dental
hospital. Proper pharmaceuticals and home consideration
directions ought to be given by methods for Teledentistry in
circumstances where dental treatment can be postponed.

It is suggested that high standard of PPE kit should be
available and utilized by dental professionals/surgeons and
their assistant while examining/treating the patients which
incorporates gloves, head cover, gown, shoe protection cover,
eye protection including goggles or a dispensable/reusable
face shield that covers the front and sides of the face, and a
N95 or more significant level respirator. A mix of a face
cover/mask and a full-face shield can be utilized in
circumstances when a respirator isn't accessible.

Hand cleanliness and hygiene is perhaps the most ideal
approaches to forestall the spread of this infectious disease. A
two-preceding and three-after hand sensitization ought to be
followed so as to fortify the consistence of hand washing. In
particular, the dental professional and their assistant should
wash their hands before examining a patient, caring out any
dental methods, after patient treatment, after touching
equipment used in treatment and clinic surroundings without
sterilization, and after contacting the oral mucosa, blood,
harmed skin, or wound.

Dental health care personnel need to understand the
implications of potential transmission of the (SARS)-CoV-2
virus in a clinical setup. Consequently, they have to keep
themselves updated with any new data in regards to this
infection. New methodologies, for example, Teledentistry
will assist dental specialists with helping patients without
coming in contact with them and controlling the cross spread
of the disease. The ongoing situation commits the need to
find some kind of balance between the safety of dental
experts yet giving ideal dental consideration to the patients
requiring emergency treatment/medication.
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